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Design exercise

Brief
People often want to go to the cinema but they don’t know 

which movie they should choose. The main task is to design 

an MVP application that would help them with this decision. 
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People often want to go to the cinema but 
they don’t know which movie they should 

choose

Problem space
An App that has the ability to collect

user data according to their interests and 
recommend, suggest or pair them 

to movies that they might love.

Solution space
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Understanding 

the problem space

Research

Discover
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Netflix, and Amazon Prime

Benchmarks



Take away

Netflix

 Users are currently not allowed to see 
home page until they select plan

 The FAQ is very helpful guid
 Great movie
 Categories are well organize
 Download for offlin
 Movie for kid
 Clean and attarctive UI



Pain point
 Users need to figure out themselves 

what movie they want to wactc
 Searching method should be improved
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 Users are currently not allowed to see home 
page until they select plan

 The FAQ is very helpful guid
 Veriety of movies to choose fro
 Categories are well organize
 The search feature is goo
 There movies for kids
 Clean and attarctive UI



Paint point
 Users need to figure out themselves what 

they should watc
 Searching method should be improved

David Benson

Take away

Amazon prime
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Take away
 Home pages do not provide access to movies until 

payment plans are selecte
 Very good information structure
 Attractive UI
 Improvements are needed when using dialog boxes 

to help users find perfect movie matches
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User interviews, survey & 

result analysis

Exploratory research
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Exploratory research - Plan, conduct & analyse
Mixture of open and closed questions in an indepth interviews with minimum of 10 peopleso that I can

generate insight in the “Who, what, when, where, why, and how” 

 Persons between the age range of 18 - 6
 People who are interested in movie
 Persons who are slightly current with trend
 They know how to download and use mobile app
 They can share their good and bad experiences

Screening:
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 What is your age range?


       18 - 24, 25 - 34, 35 - 40, 41 - 45, 46 - 50..

 Do you watch movies? If yes

 How often do you go to the cinema

 With whom do you prefer to go with

 What type of movie do you watch

 Why? 


     -Because I love and enjoy it


     -Because, my partner enjoys


     -Because they help me manage real-world 


      experiences


    - Because they are suspensful


     -Because they are educative


     -Because I really don’t care

 What’s the ideal length of a movie for you? averag

 Which app do you currently use to watch movies

 Do you immediately find a movie to watch?

 What are your experiences

 How often do you struglge in deciding what to 

watch in cinemas and why

 Do cinema locations matter to you? why

 Do you have budget range in mind or you don’t care

 Name other things you would like to see in your 

favorite cinemas

Research Questions:
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 To understand the logics behind their choice

 To understand their current practices in planing, going and choosing movie

 The understand their struggles and pain point

 To know what is working and what is not, and wh

 To know what people will think, feel, do and subscribe if needed

Interview Goals
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 Find the struggle and pain points accross the user journe

 Understanding of the users contexts, with whom people go the Cinem

 A clear possible solution to improving the movie searches, based on the users’ input

 A better insight about how any improvement can impact the users

Expected results



Now that the interviews and user survey have been completed, we will 
rather explore the 5Ws below to further understand the context of this 

problem instead of downloaded data charts.

Define

Analyse

David Benson



In order to solve this problem, we also must first understand it using 
the 5Ws& h system

Answering these questions will help us to better understand the 
context of the App's usability.

Who, what, when, where, why, and how 

David Benson



Who?
Assume that the users in the 

following groups are likely to go to the Cinema:

 Partner
 Group of friend
 Families with Kid
 Young couples without Kid
 Young Girfriend & a Boyfrien
 Single parent bringing their Kids to watch under 1
 School teachers having a movie day out in their Kindergarten etc...

David Benson
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what?
Movies, of course. But which one to watch? Here's our guide

Highlighting the types of movies each interest group might enjoy.

The following movies should be suggested/paired with the relevant 

interest group. However, further research is required to validate this assumption.

Old partners : 

 90s film
 Romance
 Documentries
 Mystery

Friends

 Action
 Comedy
 Horror 
 Mystery 
 Adventure

Families + Kids

 Children's fil
 Cartoons 
 Narrativ
 Comed
 Drama

Couples without Kids

 Romance 
 Fantacy 
 Comedy
 Adventure

Working class / single

 Action
 Comedy
 Horror 
 Mystery 
 Adventure
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Because they are retired 
and are likely to have 
time to watch movies 

always.

Because they have 
other things to do for 

survivals and likely to go 
to dinner and  then 
decide to go watch 

movie together.

Because the parents are 
busy with working and 

the kids go to 
kindergarden. They are 

likely to wait until 
everyone in the family is 

available.

Because both of them 
might be working and 

get tired after hard 
working day. They are 

likely to wait until 
weekends or holidays.

They might be working 
and get tired after hard 
working day. They are 

likely to wait until 
weekends or holidays.

when?
When exactly? We can’t say at the moment. But we should find out or suggest to users 
when certain movies are great to watch.

Following the weekly activities and schedules of various interest groups, we can

Predict exactly when they are likely to go to the cinema. We can also use this data to our 
advantage so that we expand our paring flow to more accurate search results for all groups.

Old partners : 

 Weekend
 Randoml
 After dinner

Friends

 Weekend
 After dinne
 Holidays / 

vacations

Families + Kids

 Weekend
 Holidays

Couples without Kids

 Weekend
 Holidays / Vacations

Working class / single

 Weekend
 Holidays / Vacations
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where?
It is impossible to determine where individuals 

are located in order to watch their movies,

 but we do our best to ask and to pair users based on their location, 

interests, similar service availability, traffic situations, etc. 

Integration with Google services can be helpful here.
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why?
The goal is to enjoy free time with loved ones and be happy
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How?
Users can search for movies in many ways, but they cannot decide which ones to watch 
until this project is completed. Here are some methods you can use to search for movies 
or cinemas

 Through mobile App
 Website
 Google service
 Other search engine
 Posters & Tv ads



However, by using some useful hints and keywords, designers can improve search 
results on the internet.
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Proto-persona
Based on the “WHO” above, we are going to choose the primary persona 

as a young emplyee who is planning a date with his new girfriend. Because 
younger and working class people are more likely to visit the Cinema often.

David Benson
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Proto-persona

Leon, 

a young employee

Demographics

 24 years old German
 Born in Hessen
 Lives in Berlin since he was 
 A creative car designe
 Loves skateboards

Behaviors

Pain points

 Not very organize
 Doesn’t own a car uses 

skateboards instea
 Friendly and eas
 Very creativ
 Goes with a backpack 

alway
 Drinks Redbul
 Loves action movies

 He is overwhelmed when 
there are many movie 
options to choose fro

 He is disappointed with the 
current apps because there 
are no means to be assiste

 Can’t save enough time and 
energy trying to think about 
what to movie

Motivations / Goals

 Wants to save more time 
deciding on what to watc

 Wants to know when his 
favorite movies are coming to 
the Cinem

 Wants to get some help 
planning for his free time with 
his girlfriend.

 Avoid going to watch 
uninteresting movies to save  
time, & money for the 
interesting one

 Impress his friends with a 
forecast of interesting movies 
that are coming to the Cinem

 Wants to spend quality time 
with Gfriend, fulfilled and be 
happy in his relationship

David Benson
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Empathy Map
 What is a typical week like
 What does he do on the weekends
 Which app does he use at the moment
 How often does he go to watch movies
 To whom does he spend his weekend
 What are he experiences with the current app
 Why does he need a new streaming App
 What type of movies does he like
 How does he measure success and what 

makes him happy?

Says Thinks

FeelsDoes

David Benson
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Man! I have got an 
sms from my 

girfriend, and she 
wants a 


a date in a cinema this 
week what exactly should I 

suggest we watch 
together.Because she 
wants me to decide, 

this could be a 
relationship 

compatiblity test for 
me!

Brings out his phone from 
his pocket, launches some 

movie app

Feels pressured 
because is almost 

weekend still can’t text 
his girfriend about a 
movie title for the 

weekend

I hate when there are too 
many options then its hard 
to decide what to watch!

Sees many recent movies, 
but can’t decide because 

there are too many and no 
easy a way to precisely 

pick one

Would be great if I could 
quickly run-search ideas 

on really awesome 
romantic movies

Maybe I should check 
some of these streaming 

apps in my phone

Says

Does

Thinks

Feels

David Benson
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Hints
Now that our user is in a sad situation we believe he needs help. 

After spending some time on one page, it is appropriate to assume that they need 
assistance. Then we can use a trigger to ask if they really need our help?

They can choose to tap "yes" and agree that they need help. 



Then let's go back to some previous slides, where we can use the 

WHAT, WHY, & WHEN to recommend a movie based on their preferences.
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Pain points

How can we help?

 He is overwhelmed when there are many movie options to choose fro
 He is disappointed with the current apps because there are no means to be assiste
 Can’t save enough time and energy trying to think about what to movie

 Leon needs a way to answer questions from us so that we can recommend some 
movies to hi

 We should not make this happen immediately, give users time and freedom to 
choose what they want to watch, suggest help only when we notice they need i

 As a result, we should allow a trigger within a specific time interval to ask if the user 
needs help
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what?
Now we can group the info in this page into categories

In the next slide we will bring similar colors into same categories

Old partners : 

 90s films

 Medical

 Documentry

 Mystery

 Comedy

 Horror

 Adventure

Friends

 Action 

 Comedy -18

 Stories

 Narative

Families + Kids

 film 4 Kids

 Comedy

 Adventure

 Romance

 Fantacy

Couples without Kids

 Comedy

 Horror

 Adventure

 Action 

Working class / single
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 90s films  Medical  Documentry  Mystery Action 

 Comedy

 Adventure

 film 4 Kids  Narative  Stories  Romance  Fantacy

sorted Film categories

This sorting can also be done in the OptimalWorkshop with few 
participants as well, but not possible due to the time factor.

The research on competitors shows that all the streaming apps have 
categories in their designs. We can stand out by using the trigger to 
help our users find the perfect movie to watch at just the right 
moment.
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Hints
In addition, we can use the following set of questions to suggest 
movie titles that will inspire them to make quick decisions: 

What best describe your situation?

Questions like, where are you from and how many people are you 
might not neccessary. However, if there be further research, a set of 
new questions can be added to be more broad and accurate.

Dating

Age from? Movie titles

Family

Friends

Colleagues

Gaming
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I'm looking forward to the 
weekend since I'll be 
going to the movies with 
my girlfriend

Might be a good idea to 
check what’s coming to 
the cinema today

Grabbs his phone, 

opens the app, and 
straight to the home 
screen

Gets to the home pages,

sees many trending  
movies, but don’t which 
to watch

After scrolling for 800ms 
without a choice, a 
dialog box appears 
asking for assistance 
with movie ideas.

With two choices, "yes" 
or "no", he taps "yes" 
and is redirected to the 
next page.

How would you describe your current 
situation? I'm going on a date

with my family, friends, or colleagues, or 
will I play a game with them?

Response, “I’m going on 
a date. Redirected to the 
next. Please pick your 
age range.

Response, 18 - 24yr.

Redirected to a page 
with loads of movies 
related to romance, 
fantasy categories

Selects one, proceeds to 
buy tickets, selects 
seats, and shares the 
details with his girlfriend.

User journey
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It is likely that we will be able to aid Leon in finding and deciding 
which movie to watch for his date by including a system that asks 

for users' preferences.

When a user struggles, a dialog box appears to provide guidance, 

so they can answer few questions and be inspired with movie titles.  

Hypothesis



User flow, & Sketches

David Benson

Ideation

Develop



User flow

Home Need help? Your purpose

Age pickerMovie ideas

This a dialog box wich 
appears on home screen

We will use a proper soting 
to achieve this result

David Benson



Sketches
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App branding, Design system, and UI design

UI design

Deliver
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(Test the Hypothesis and the Design)

Goal: Validate the Design

Usabilty Testing
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 Providing high-fidelity prototypes to the tester
 Monitoring and evaluating the results of the two main task
 In cooperation with those familiar with mobile apps and movie lover
 A video meeting will be ideal for the testing given the current situatio
 Goal 1: The success rate for the main task
 and Goal 2: What needs to be improved in the design

Usabilty Testing - Tasks and scenarios
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How to define success



Goal successes

Happiness
Making users more comfortable

feel that they don’t 

have to worry about what to watch

When the app reviews and 
downloads are increasing

Metrics

Making users more comfortable

answering the questions we provide 
for movie inspirations by clicking yes 

When the number and rate of users 
who use the app to search for and buy 
movie tickets

shift whether up or down

Engagement

When the number of users on the app 
is constant and the ticket sales rate 
remains constant monthly

To encourage users to keep 
using the appRetention

Rate of completions and durationsTo get users complete their tasks in 
the workflow

Task successes

David Benson
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Prototype link
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Thank you

https://www.figma.com/proto/YF7x4RkI5BDeGDyPEmpbIH/Homework%3A-Hexad-GmbH?page-id=0%3A1&node-id=56%3A3&viewport=241%2C48%2C0.25&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=56%3A3

